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Abstract

together with the virtual1 resources and services [2] they use
and own, are called virtual organizations (VOs) [3], [4],[5].
When different providers and virtual organizations in
such a Grid use different technical platforms, which are not
interoperable, conflicts may occur, as soon as these platforms must work together or exchange data. Subsequently,
information is not shared in efficient and comprehensive
ways and expensive integration efforts become necessary.
Furthermore, dynamic changes in the set of a VO’s composition (members, virtual resources and services) respectively its consistency, as they happen in ’dynamic virtual
organizations’ (DVO), may lead to changes in the data an
entity in a VO needs to see. Information services which do
not comprehensively support such changes, deliver inappropriate and insufficient results.
These problems become evident when multiple different monitoring systems occupy the same Grid environment.
Actually, most Grid monitoring systems are not interoperable with each other and, furthermore, deliver providerspecific, overall monitoring data which contains information that is mostly unrelated to a VO’s status and processes.
They do not provide transparent, VO-specific views on the
Grid infrastructure which are dynamically shaped according
to a VO’s composition.
In the course of this work, a Grid monitoring scenario
with multiple monitoring systems is outlined in section 2.
It provides a real use case and illustrates the practical relevance of the problem. In section 3, necessary functionalities for interoperable and VO-aware Grid monitoring services are analyzed. Section 4 presents functional modules,
which enable a dynamically integrated as well as VO-aware
delivery of monitoring data to the consuming entities located in VOs. To achieve this, we describe data transformation functionalities as well as a delivery of VO composition
rules which describe a Grid’s VO mapping policy. These
rules enable the classification of resource monitoring data

Grid operations rely on monitoring services fed by a
multitude of sources. These services provide relevant information about the status of the resources and the quality of the services in the infrastructure. In a Grid, they
must disseminate this information across multiple administrative domains and heterogeneous technical platforms to
users organized in different virtual organizations. In order to achieve this, data must be translated and homogenized dynamically. It must furthermore be tailored and processed in a controllable way, based on its allocation to virtual organizations. To resolve these requirements for the
application of Grid resource monitoring, we propose functional modules, which conduct automated data migration
and classification based on dynamic virtualization policies
and define the composition of monitoring data related to
virtual organizations. The resulting system enables an interoperable provisioning of specific monitoring data about
the status of distributed Grid resources and services to dynamically changing virtual organizations.
Keywords: policy based Grid monitoring, virtual organizations, Grid interoperability, information sharing
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Introduction

Grid operations rely on monitoring services fed by a
multitude of sources of data and events (e.g. databases,
logfiles, sensors, measurement points), which provide relevant information about the status of the resources and the
quality of the services in the Grid’s infrastructure. Such
information services form an integrated data delivery infrastructure which spans multiple (ideally autonomous) resource and service providers and provides information to a
multitude of users organized as members of virtual project
teams (see e.g. [1]) or communities. These groups of users,
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1 in the terminology used in that context, a dichotomy between ’real’
and ’virtual’ is common, see also section 6
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and metrics into VO-specific sets. We then use policy enforcement points where a correlation of the delivered data
with the delivered VO composition policy takes place and
logical views are generated in order to realize a shaping of
the data. Section 6 discusses related work. The last section
briefly summarizes the findings and presents open research
questions in the field.

ing data is not always delivered correctly to the appropriate
entities of a VO. This situation leads to considerable challenges for the realization of a comprehensive, VO-specific
Grid monitoring to a Grid’s users which are organized in
VOs.

2

Large-scale heterogenous Grid monitoring systems must
deliver their data deterministically from arbitrary heterogenous data sources to arbitrary users in different, dynamically changing VOs. Besides user requirements on parameters and user interfaces (see e.g. [7]), there are fundamental
functional requirements on the distributed design of such a
system.
In the following, the main challenges which occur when
using monitoring services in such heterogenous Grids are
outlined and necessary functionalities for integration and
VO-specific data provisioning are shown. Contemplating
about the scenario, we face two major structural elements:

3

Scenario

In the german D-Grid initiative [6], different communities gathered with the goal to transparently solve their
computational problems by using the computing resources
of a shared Grid computing infrastructure. This infrastructure bridges different real and virtual resources provided by different organizations, which in specific cases
use different technical platforms as middleware. For example, the Grid middlewares Globus Toolkit 4, gLite and
Unicore are used, each being monitored by a middlewarespecific monitoring service like MDS4, used in the Globus
Toolkit 4,the BDII/MDS2 used in gLite and the CIS used
in Unicore. These services use different data description
schema (information models) and clients, and provide different but intersecting sets of data which are not exchanged
with each other, nor provide consistent and comprehensive
views for dynamically changing VOs. Nevertheless, the
D-Grid is meant as one comprehensive Grid infrastructure
which should everywhere have the same capability to provide monitoring information to its users (respectively roles),
regardless of the platforms they use and the administrative
domains they are located in.
Regarding the aspect of dynamic VO, different monitoring systems in the D-Grid use different methods to configure the composition of local resources in a VO. The local resource providers independently define platform-dependent
links or attributes in their local part of the Grid monitoring
system to define the target VOs to which monitoring data
is sent. For example, a MDS4 instance at a provider’s site
is configured with an upstream to a community instance of
MDS4, or monitoring data for the BDII is tagged with a parameter that outlines the VOs a monitored gLite resource
belongs to. In either case, the entries must be changed by
the administrators whenever changes in a VO’s composition
occur and a resource is used (and must be monitored) by
additional or less VOs. Independently, a central database is
held in the D-Grid (the Grid Resource Registration Service
GRRS), where administrators manually enter the mappings
of their resources into VOs to keep track of the resourceVO relationships. These entries are not automatically synchronized with the configuration of the monitoring systems.
Because of this, dynamic changes of a VO’s composition
are not supported by the monitoring systems in appropriate
time, perimeter and accuracy. Thus, VO-specific monitor-

Problem

• In order to enable a deterministic processing of monitoring data about the complete Grid at all platforms,
a dynamically changing environment, which applies
specific, non-interoperable and independent technical
platforms, must be integrated.
• the monitoring data must be provided dynamically in
VO-specific patterns to entities in dynamically changing VOs.

3.1

Interoperability

Regarding the first structural element, the monitoring
services in the scenario have characteristics which are
(amongst others) common to large scale distributed infrastructures. They
1. use different information models which describe the
data syntactically and semantically.
2. use different interface standards and protocols, impeding efforts to connect them.
3. apply configurations and interconnections which may
change dynamically with different participating organizations.
These characteristics often result in inefficient data delivery and expensive integration efforts.
To integrate the data and achieve interoperability in the
face of these characteristics
1. the data should be integrated ad-hoc at runtime to avoid
the costs of repeated larger-scale integration efforts.
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3. generation of individualized data for users in specific
VOs: policy based filtering according to the association or allocation of a data source with a virtual organization.

2. a flexible and automated translation functionality is
necessary.
3. different interfaces and protocols must be supported
and a common, preferably standardized, alternative
must be given.
4. To support changes, the system must be easily configurable.

3.2

VO-specific Data Provisioning

Regarding the second structural element, it must be
noted that DVOs use shared and dynamically changing parts
of the resources and services of a Grid. Accordingly, dynamically tuned subsets of data must be delivered to their
entities aligned to the resources and services associated or
allocated to them.
Issues in that context are:
1. data must be tailored and provided in VO-specific data
sets at monitoring service access points.
2. rules about how the VOs in the Grid are composed
must be decided upon and provided in order to define
what data is VO-specific and to which VO it belongs.
3. one central or multiple distributed, clearly defined and
trusted decision point(s) must be pinpointed, which act
as a source for these rules.

Figure 1. Components for Interoperable and
VO-aware Data Provisioning

4. the rules must be applied to the data at all service access points where data is collected.

In the following, these main components as well as their
subcomponents are outlined. The state machine chart in figure 1 gives an overview.

5. as soon as VOs change dynamically, both, the rules
as well as the VO-specific data sets must be updated
synchronously.

4

4.1

Solution

Collection and Integration

The purpose of the first component is to access the different interfaces used by different heterogenous information services and to homogenize the different data models in which monitoring data is encoded in order to assure
a common system-wide language to decode the measured
data about the Grid resources and services.
For its realization, we propose to realize a steady and
automated (if necessary on-demand) data migration into an
at runtime at least temporarily homogeneous syntactic and
semantic environment. For this purpose, a flexible and automated application of an ETL process (Extract-TransformLoad, as presented for data warehousing in [8]) is used.
ETL extracts, transforms and uploads heterogenously encoded data sets into an homogeneously encoded data set.
When monitoring data is provided from different, heterogeneously encoded and instrumented data sources which may
change often, as it occurs in our scenario, it is particularly

In order to meet the issues outlined in section 3 and to
provide a blueprint for a more detailed definition of processes and software design, we now describe the three major structural blocks of functionalities required. The basic
functions, and thus the main components, for a VO-based
provisioning of the information gathered from heterogenous
information services are:
1. homogenization of the data about the Grid’s state: collection and integration of monitoring data from heterogenous sources (e.g. different middleware platforms, Grid monitoring services, information services
or management tools).
2. Grid-wide federated caching and distribution of this
data.
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knowledge about the mapping of the monitored resources in
the real organizations into their virtual counterparts at specific virtual organizations. Its functionality is to filter and
correlate the homogenized state descriptions for the real organizations resources and services. This must happen according to the definition (as well as distribution) of constraints about a virtual organizations actual composition in
terms of members, (virtual) services and (virtual) resources.
We define the composition of a VO (or a ’virtualization policy’) as a formal set of constraints that describes
which (real) entities, specifically resources and services, are
mapped onto a VO, and how this should be done. For example, we use rules that just map supercomputing resources
onto VOs as seen in 2. In more sophisticated cases, the
constraints may also outline more complicated relationships
between a RO’s resource state measurements and the measurements of the associated VOs.

useful to implement multiple instances of that process, each
one supporting the specific environment of the data source.
The (automated) collection and integration component
relies on the following steps:
Extract gets the data from its sources and should support
different interface standards. Each source is accessed
at a Connection Point (CP), which is usually the interface of a provider-specific information service.
Transform provides transformations to translate and map
monitoring data from the data model used at the specific CP into a common data model which acts as a
’lingua franca’ . We are aware that there is data that
can not be mapped easily and a loss of information can
occur, as syntax and semantics of different data models may not be mapped easily (e.g. semantic mappings
may not be unique). This is a known problem since
long, which we won’t solve in general. Nevertheless,
we use a pragmatic approach and define specific transformation modules (implemented as XSLTs which define the necessary mappings) for several specific monitoring services as well as a standardized common
model which is used to mediate the data.
Load provides the data to the common Grid monitoring service, where the data, encoded in the common
model, is kept.

4.2

Figure 2. Examples for VO composition rules

Federated Caching and Distribution

To enable Grid monitoring services to dynamically provide data segments according to this composition (which
may dynamically change), their behaviour must become influenced. We thus define one or more grid-wide policy decision points (see [9] for policy terminology) which decide
about the VO composition constraints, and additionally use
policy information bases to allow the VO based Grid monitoring service to query the actual composition of a dynamic
VO. After correlating and filtering the cached data as defined by the composition, the service can generate a view
containing timely information about the status of the DVOs
resources for its users.
The correlation and filtering component relies on the following steps, which are conducted at defined points in the
distributed Grid network:

The purpose of the second component is to store the homogenized data in a database using the common data model
as a homogenous environment. Its functionality is to aggregate the resource and service state data gathered from
heterogenous provisioning domains in a stateful (database)
entity. The database entity may be setup in a single central
(one for the Grid) or in a distributed and federated fashion
(one at every site). In the latter case, an algorithm for data
distribution is necessary. For the purpose of our scenario,
a federated setup could use simple replication. This could
later be optimized.
The component relies on the following steps:
Store provides methods to store the data gathered by the
collection and integration component.

Decide One central or multiple distributed Policy Decision
Points (PDP), where grid-wide policies for the actual
composition of a VO as well as the memberships and
authorization of members and roles are negotiated and
agreed upon. Usually both, ’real’ organizations, e.g. in
the role of the Grid’s resource providers, as well as virtual organizations (e.g. in the role of a Grid’s customer
organizations), are taking part in the decision making.
One or more decision points should be clearly defined
and available to all parties in the Grid. They could be

Distribute provides methods and protocols to distribute the
cached data over the Grid’s network between different
provisioning domains, e.g. by replicating the monitoring data of the Grid at every resource provider’s site.

4.3

Policy Based Filtering or Correlation

The purpose of the third component is to correlate or
filter the data stored in the (federated) cache according to
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pinpointed in a central Grid authority which closes all
contracts with providers and VOs or in multilateral entities which oversee the effects of all contracts between
resource providers and VOs.

as to monitoring in general. The selection process at the
SAP/PEP corresponds with (VO-based) event correlation in
the sense that they provide events correlated with the VOs’
they happen in, thus realizing a VO-based filtering of the
events.

Virtualize / VO-composition A Policy Information Base
which provides the VO composition rules to the Grid
monitoring services, i.e. the mapping of resources and
services onto VOs (Virtualization Policy Information
Point, VPIB). For this purpose, resource repositories
or schedulers could be used.

5.2

D-MON: Interoperable and VO-aware
Grid Monitoring

We have implemented the outlined components in the
ongoing project D-MON, which targets to realize an interoperable and integrated VO-aware information service for
the three different middlewares used in the D-Grid. Figure
3 depicts an architectural overview.
A mySQL database was setup to implement the stateful resource of a common information service which provides monitoring information using different interfaces for
data access (at its SAP), including the OGF OGSA-conform
Database Access Interface OGSA-DAI [11]. The common
information service keeps the information gathered from
CPs at the Unicore 6 CIS, Globus Tolkit MDS4 and the
gLite-based BDII in a mySQL database which uses the
GLUE 2.0 SQL schema [12].

Authorize / Members A Policy Information Point which
provides the a VO membership or authorization rules,
i.e. the mapping of users, administrators and other human roles, onto VOs (Authorization Policy Information Base, APIB). For this purpose, e.g., an AA-I (Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure) could be
used.
Select A Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) at the Grid monitoring service, which is used to select and classify relevant measurements according to the composition rules
and to provide them to authorized VO members. The
PEP is ideally located at the point, where the information service is accessed by the users (service access
point, SAP).
In order to reduce the complexity of the system and the
possibility of policy conflicts (as described e.g. in [10]), we
firstly use a a single VPIB and a single APIB to provide the
rules.

5

Application

The general functionalities of the components outlined
above can be applied to many environments and use cases.
In the following, we comment on their relationship to IT
Service Management processes and give an overview on a
prototype implementation.

5.1

Management Processes

The components’ functionalitites can be positioned in
the light of IT Service Management processes. As the PDP
is the place where the decisions about the VOs’ composition
as well as their memberships are made, it is directly related
with the Grids’, the VO’s and the resource and service operators SLA and change management. The VPIB and the
APIB correspond with CMDB / CMDBf items which describe the VOs’ configurations as a target state and the authorizations of the VO’s members. As the FDB mirrors the
current state of the resources and services in the Grid, it is
related to event and incident management processes as well

Figure 3. Implementation of the components
in the D-MON system
In the ETL component, EXTRACT queries XML data
from the middleware-specific information services, an
XSLT-Processor TRANSFORMs them using appropriate
XSLT mappings into SQL UPDATE statements for the
GLUE 2.0 based SQL tables and finally LOADs them into
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tion and virtual organization, and addresses the requirement
to provide monitoring data to specific virtual organizations
which use multiple Grids in parallel.
[19] argued that Grid information services should not in
general provide users with a consistent view of global state,
but should focus only on efficient delivery of state information from a single source. Indeed, a single VO member
always relies on a single access point at runtime. Nevertheless, in a distributed infrastructure always multiple different
access points exist and can be chosen. If there is no consistent view of a VO’s (local) state at all of these points,
the Grid cannot be operated by a VO in a consistent way.
Thus, we additionally argue, that in order to support the distributed character of a Grid, it must be possible to provide
a VO-specific delivery of consistent state information at all
available access points even when there are multiple service
access points of a similar type. We resolve this by proposing multiple federated (respectively clustered) information
services which use a single policy decision point which describes rules for consistent VO-specific partitioned states in
section 4.
VOs, as well as VO-specific data provisioning from
’real’ to ’virtual’ organizations, using local or VO-specific
state partitions, relies on a presumed categorical separation between the terms ’real’ and ’virtual’. This separation basically circumscribes the idea to classify organizational entities in ’real’ and ’virtual’ segments, while a ’virtual’ segment spans and aggregates specific entities of ’real’
segments, often using a closed computer or communication system. Alluding to [20], one could see the problem
of relaying specific monitoring data from the information
service of a local resource provider as a ’real’ organization to specific entities organized in a ’virtual’ organization,
as analogous to the problem of dynamically mediating or
switching data in a rule-defined and segmented way, as this
is done e.g. in scenarios like virtual memory [21] or virtual LAN switching [22] (which in contrast to our scenario
are homogenous environments). Correspondingly, we used
policies in order to influence the behaviour (as pointed out
in [23]) of the common Grid monitoring system in a ruledefined way, making its Grid monitoring service VO-aware
[24]. This allows a selective tailoring of provisioned monitoring information for given customers or VOs, based on
the allocation of the monitored resources and services.
Such an approach reminds on policy-based configuration
management based on group memberships as it was already
introduced as early as e.g. in [25]. Similar methods have
been applied to Grids in [26], where Policy Decision and
Enforcement points are outlined, which authorize the provisioning of Grid data to the members of a user group based
on records provided by identity providers. In contrast to
these approaches, the work at hand takes into account the set
of (virtual) services and (virtual) resources which the group

the mySQL database. This database can be federated with
replicated databases at different resource provider sites.
For the implementation of the VOPIP, we connected
the D-Grid’s Grid Resource Repository Service (GRRS),
where we retrieve mappings configured by the Grid’s VOmanagement. The EP located at the database uses these
mappings to generate SQL views for individual VOs. We
are planing to use a SAML-capable VOMS for authorization using the APIP.
Furthermore, as a VO based Viewer, we connected the
Portal-Framework Gridsphere to the database in order to
provide the data to users in the World Wide Web.
A prototype system is running, which provides VOspecfiic views on data about D-Grid resources to an OGSADAI client. The system gathers data from the three major middlewares (which use different GLUE 1.x versions to
encode the data) and provides it encoded in the new OGF
standard GLUE 2.0.

6

Related Work

Grids based on different middleware platforms and tools
still face islands of incompatible technical infrastructure
and insufficient technical integration of the VO paradigm.
While problems of Grid interoperation have been solved
for some middleware constellations and specific tasks (e.g.
for JobSubmission with BES [13]), there is still much ongoing work on the integration of monitoring systems in
similar scenarios as outlined in chapter 2. Grid Interoperation is usually a bi-lateral activity between two Grid infrastructures [14] . Examples are the NDGF-EGEE Collaboration, which fostered interoperability between the ARC
and the EGEE middlewares, integrating the ARC and the
GLUE data schema and connecting accompanying monitoring services using instances of BDII. Another examples are
the NAREGI project, which amongst other approaches also
invented translators between CIM and GLUE, and the efforts of the GridPP and NGS [15], where the specific information systems have been coupled based on LDAP, which
was common to both infrastructures, or by using a common
workflow portal [16]. Initiatives like the Grid Interoperability Now collaboration (GIN-CG) at OGF try to leverage the
ongoing work on Grid interoperability and to find a common minimal attribute set.
In contrast to bilateral approaches, the work at hand focuses not primarily on the translation and integration between pairs of specific data schema and interfaces. It does
neither discuss the theory behind the required data integration methods (as it may be found e.g. in [17] or [18]), but
outlines general functionalities necessary for such and similar use cases and exemplarily presents an implementation.
It also extends the interoperability discussion to cover the
involved structural issues of a Grid’s composition, organiza-
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uses, owns or has allocated, as well as changes which occur
in that set. It also outlines the necessary functional modules
to do so. Therefore, section 4 introduced two kinds of constraints, authorization and virtualization constraints, which
may be gathered from different policy information bases.
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